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Inclusive V and y production in pd interactions at 18 Gev/c*
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Inclusive cross sections are presented for y, K s, and A particles produced by pd interactions at 18 GeV/c.
Approximate cross sections are given for A. The data are separated into neutronlike and protonlike samples.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present inclusive cross sec-
tions and distributions for neutral-particle pro-
duction in pd interactions at 18 GeV/c. No cor-
rection for initial- or final-state interaction is
made. ' The data were collected to study the fol-
lowing inclusive reactions:

p +d -y+ anything,

p +d -K~ + anything,

p +'d -A + anything,

p +d -A + anything.

(I)

(2)

(2)

(4)

For reactions (1), (2), and (2), we present in-
clusive cross sections and inclusive single-par-
ticle spectra. Approximate inclusive cross sec-
tions only are given for reaction (4).

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The data come from film taken in the 80-in.
bubble chamber at Brookhaven National Labora-
tory; a discussion of the technical details has
been published previously. ' About 50000 pictures
taken at the incident proton momentum of 18.3
GeV/c were scanned for events with the V' topo-
logy for inclusive studies.

The scanning and measuring were normally done
in the same pass on image-plane digitizing ma-
chines at Vanderbilt University. The scanner re-
corded the multiplicity of charged tracks at the
production vertex. The beam track, at least one
outgoing charged track, and the decay tracks of
the vees associated with the event were digitized.
Any stopping proton track was measured, and if it
was very short, a second outgoing track was also
measured. Each vee was associated with any pro-
duction vertex from which it might have come, so
that in some cases a vee would be measured with
two or more production vertices in a frame. The
resolution of such ambiguities was performed at
the analysis stage. To measure scanning effici-

ency, every fifth frame was scanned twice. A
beam-track count was recorded every tenth
frame. The above procedure produced approxi-
mately 16000 measured candidates. The single-
scan efficiency was determined to be 85%. No
differential scanning efficiency for multiple vee
events was included.

The measurements were processed with TVGP/
SQUAW. A logical selection procedure was used to
choose acceptable hypotheses for the events. Af-
ter eliminating off-beam-track candidates, each
event was required to pass a fiducial-volume test
before any hypotheses were considered. The
scanning efficiency, beam-track count, and fidu-
cial-volume cut combine to give a sensitivity of
(1.00+0.02) pb/event for this exposure. The fidu-
cial volume for the primary interaction vertex is
defined as

-66 cm «x «+27 cm,

-18 cm «y «+18 cm,

+21 cm «z «+45 cm,

where the origin of the coordinate system is cen-
tered approximately in the back of the chamber,
the x axis is parallel to the length of the chamber
in the beam direction, the z axis is toward the
cameras, and they axis is such that a right-
handed coordinate system is formed.

The fiducial volume for the vee vertex is defined
as follows:

-66 cm «x„=+51cm,

-27 cm «y~ «+27 cm,

+3 cm «z~ «+75 cm.

For events satisfying the above criteria, the
zero-constraint electron-pair hypothesis of yd
-de'e was accepted if the invariant mass of the
electron pair was consistent with 10 MeV/c' or
less and the recoil momentum of the deuteron was con-
sistent with 10MeV/c or less. If more thanonepro-
duction vertex satisfied the above criteria for an elec-
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tronpair, thepairwasrejected. Thissituationoccur-
red for about 100vees which were mostly very-low-
energy pairs. Ifthe electron-pair hypothesis was
unacceptable, the three-constraint neutral decay
hypothesis for K~, A, or A was accepted if the
confidence level of the fit was above 0.4/q. If
more than one hadron hypothesis satisfied the cri-
terion, the A hypothesis was selected if present;
otherwise, the kaon hypothesis was selected.
About 300 events were in this ambiguous category.
Only unambiguous A hypotheses were accepted.
The above selection procedure was developed
from several alternatives by comparing its
choices from a subsample of events with physi-
cists' output scan at the scan table. The pro-
cedure produced about 8300 accepted events.

Each vee was weighted to correct for scanning
and decay losses. The usual weighting procedures
were followed, requiring a minimum flight path
of 1 cm for photons and 0.5 cm for hadron vees.
The mean-free path for photons was determined
from the pair production cross section' and the
mean decay path for hadrons was determined from
the known lifetimes. The average weight per vee
Is

y. 24.6,

Ks: 1.11,

1.16.

RESULTS

In order to classify events into neutron-target
or proton-target categories, the definition of a
spectator proton is taken to be a stopping proton
with momentum less than 300 MeV/c. An even-
pronged event with no spectator is designated pro-
tonlike (P-like), while an odd-pronged event or
an even-pronged event which has a spectator as one of
the prongs is designated neutronlike (s-like). Table I
shows the raw numbers for each type of event observed
in the two categories. The anomalous excess ofp-
like events and the distorted angular distribution
of the spectators has been discussed elsewhere. '

The flux factor, ' which corrects for the Fermi
motion of the target, is inadequate by at least a
factor of 3, to explain the distortion in the angular
distribution.

The separation of our data into P-n and P-P inter-
actions is obscured by the possible complex in-
itial- and final-state interactions. ' To perform
the separation completely, at least a description
of the spectator interaction must be included. At
the present time, such a description exists only
in madel-dependent calculations. Alternatively
one might hope to isolate a "pure" sample of

TABLE I ~ Numbers of events observed.

Observed neutrals n-like p-like

yyy
yyyy
xp
E v
X~yy
+~st'
x~~~v

Ay
Ayy

AA

AAy
A

Ay

2255
163

6

314
41

3
15

416
52

37
2
6
0
5
0

3279
267

13

524
60

21
1

662
69

7
72

4

3
5

Total 3318 4997

TABLE II. Inclusive cross sections in mb. The quoted
errors are statistical only.

g-like p-like

Zn~„
n~pcr~p

&a&It.

+A+A

64.7+ 1.5
32.4 + 0.8
1.39+0.07

0.94+ 0.04

96.6+1.9
48.3+ 1.0

2.30+0.09

1.49 + 0.05

events by examining, for example, only events
which have a backward (in lab) spectator. Ele-
mentary rescattering models would predict such
a sample to be undistorted by interactions w'ith

the spectator nucleon. %'e have examined this
sample and find it to have the same characteristics
as the entire sample, although the statistics are
poorer. In view of these uncertainties, we choose
to present the data in the simplest, model-inde-
pendent form so that further analyses with a
variety of models may use the data without pre-
judice.

Table II gives the single-particle inclusive cross
sections, defined as the sum of products of the
number of particles produced and the production
cross sections. The m' inclusive cross section is
obtained by dividing the y inclusive cross section
by 2. Using a total inelastic cross section' of 30
mb, we obtain the average number of m 's per in-
elastic collision as 1.08 for n-like events and 1.61
for P-like events. Because of the final-state-in-
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TABLE III. Semi-inclusive cross sections for E and A production in pb.

o'(Pd —K X(excluding A or other Ko))

o(Pd-K K X(excluding A)}

&r(pd-K AX(excluding other A or K ))

o'(pd- AX{excluding K or other A))

o(pd- AAX(excluding K ))

~(pd-Ax}

n-like

860 + SS

i76 +46

224+ 36

695+47

18 +8

P-like

i482+ i06

228+49

442 +52

i035+6i

i3~5
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FIG. 1. Center-of-mass transverse-momentum-squared distributions for events associated with a visible (a) y, (b}
E &, (c) A. The shaded distribution is for neutronlike events; the open distribution is for protonlike events. All distri-
butions are corrected for geometrical losses. (The large numbers quoted for the y events are due to the weighting pro-
cedure. )
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teraction effects reported previously, ' the neutron-

target sample contaminates the proton-target
sample; thus it is more meaningful to compute the
mean of these two measurements of the average
number of m" s. This result is then in good agree-
ment with 1.4+0.1, the result for PP experiments
near this energy. ' ln this table and for all other
data presented, no distinction is made between K'
and K'. Thus the symbol K' means either K' or
O'. The data in Table II have been corrected both for
neutral decay modes and for geometrical loss.

In evaluating the data for hadron vees (K', A),
additional information can be obtained by extract-
ing the cross sections for producing exactly one
K', exactly one A, exactly two K 's, exactly one
K' and one A, and exactly two A' s. Ne term these
cross sections "semi-inclusive" since the K' and
A content is specified exclusively while the re-
mainder of the final state is unspecified and may
contain K' and Z' as well as all nonstrange had-
rons. This extraction can be performed because
all of the aforementioned combinations occur in
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FIG. 2. Distribution of the Feynman variable x =2Pz/v s, where P&~ is the center-of-mass longitudinal momentum and
s is the square of the total c.m. energy for {a) y, (b) Kz., (c) A events. The shaded distribution is for neutronlike events;
the open distribution is for protonlike events. All distributions are corrected for geometrical losses. (The large num-
bers quoted for the y events are due to the weighting procedure. )
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the data. Since no events are observed with a com-
bination of three neutral strange hadrons, the pro-
duction for such a final state is assumed to be
negligible. Using the data, corrected for geo-
metrical losses, and the known branching ratio
for decay into charged particles, the semi-inclus-
ive cross sections are calculated and a.re displayed
in Table IIL The A production cross section is in-

eluded for completeness. As discussed above, the
state X for each entry does not include either K'
or A, although it may include K', etc. The pres-
ence of K' and/or A in the final state is exactly as
stated.

The single-particle distributions of the square
of the transverse momentum for y, K', and A are
displayed in Fig. 1. The transverse momentum is
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FIG. 3. Distribution of the rapidity y =2 ln[(E*+Pg)/(E~ —Pg)], where E* and P&+ are the center-of-mass energy
and longitudinal momentum of the vee for (a) y, {b)K&, (c) A events. The shaded distribution is for neutronlike events;
the open distribution is for protonlike events. All distributions are corrected for geometrical losses. (The large num-
bers quoted for the y events are due to the weighting procedure. )
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the component of the vee momentum perpendicular
to the beam momentum. No branching-ratio cor-
rection is included for K' and A in this or any of
the other figures. The excess of protonlike over
neutronlike events is readily visible.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the Feynman
scaling variable x = 2P~~/fs, where P~ is the com-
ponent of the vee momentum parallel to the beam
in the center-of-mass system and s is the square
of the total energy in the center of mass.

Figure 3 shows the distributions of the rapidity

x =k»H&*+&&)/(~* —Pg}},

where E* is the energy of the vee and P~ is as be-

fore. These distributions are not symmetric about
x or Y =0. This is particularly true of the A dis-
tributions. This effect can be explained as result-
ing f rom the final-state interaction discussed
elsewhere. '

Figure 4 shows the distributions in the mass re-
coiling from the vee for y, K', and A events. All
mass distributions are featureless.

Figure 5 shows the multiplicity distributions.
In these distributions n~ is the number of prongs
not including the spectator, if present. Thus the
points with n~ even are for protonlike events, and
those with n,& odd are for neutronlike events.
Table IV presents the average charged-particle
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FIG. 4. Distribution of the mass recoiling from the vee for {a)y, {b)K&, {c) A events. The shaded distribution is for
neutronlike events; the open distribution is for protonlike events. All distributions are corrected for geometrical losses.
{The large numbers quoted for the y events are due to the weighting procedure. )
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TABLE IV. Multiplicity parameter s.

Neutron like

Proton like

Observed
neutral

Mean charged
multiplicity (n~)

3.98+0.05
3.73+ 0.10
3.69 ~ 0.09

4.83 +0.04
4.34+ 0.08
4.39+0.07

Dispersion
D

2.13+ 0.04
2.03 +0.11
1.96 + 0.08

2.20+ 0.03
1.99 + 0.06
1.98 +0.05

(n)/D

1.87 + 0.03
1.84 + 0.08
1.88+ 0.07

2.20 + 0.03
2.19 + 0.06
2.21 +0.05

multiplicity (s~) along with the dispersion D and
the usual (s,h)/D ratio' for all protonlike and neu-
tronlike samples. It is interesting to note that
the protonlike data fit very well onto the universal

curve D =0.585 ((n~) —1) discussed elsewhere, ''
whereas the neutronlike data do not behave ac-
cording to this formula.

POLARIZATION
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Table V shows the product of the A polarization
and the A asymmetry parameter n computed
separately for the neutronlike and protonlike
samples as a function of the A transverse mo-
mentum P~. The values were obtained from the
up-down ratio of the decay proton relative to the
A production plane. That is, n P = 2(U D)/(U+D)-,
where U and D re]present the numbers of events
with cos $& 0 and &0, respectively. The angle 8,

is the angle between the decay proton and the nor-
mal to the production plane n, where 8 =p && A and

P and A are unit vectors in the beam proton and
A directions, respectively. Apart from two 2

standard-deviation effects in the low P~ region
for the neutronlike events, the values of nP are
all zero. This is interesting in the light of the
recent evidence for high A polarization ()0.15)
at large values of P~ in the work of Bunce et al."
using 800-GeV/c protons on a beryllium target.
It is interesting to note that if, for the neutron-
target events, all events with Pr below 0.8 GeV/c
are combined, one obtains aP=0.25 +0.09. Tak-
ing into account the published value" for n of
0.647+0.013, this gives a A polarization of 0.39
+ 0.14.

I I I I I
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Z, (C V/~)
eP(A)

TABLE V. A polarization.

FIG. 5. Multiplicity distributions for (a) y, (b) E&,
(c) A events. The circles are for protonlike events
(nd, , even); the squares are for neutronlike events

hand,

odd), The spectator prong is not included in nd, . All
distributions are corrected for geometrical losses.
(The large numbers quoted for the y events are due to
the weighting procedure. )

0.0-0.4
0.4-0 ' 8
0.8-1 .2

&1.2

n-like

0.26 + 0.12
0.24 + 0.14
0.12+0.29
0.12+0.49

P-like

0.04+ 0.10
0.07+ 0.10

-0.02 ~ 0.22
0.06 + 0.58
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